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January Problem of the Day
15- 14 =

How much
more is 18
than 16?

Find the
missing
number:
3 + ? = 10

What number
is 20 less
than 28?

7+7=

Complete the
sequence:
6, 9, 12, ___

6 birds are in the
nest and 10 are
flying, How
many are there
altogether?

Which
number is
less, 25 or 21?

There are 10 red
cars, 10 blue cars
and 2 green cars.
How many are
there total?

Complete the
sequence:
17, 19, 21, ___

There are 16
large marbles
and 12 small.
How many are
there in all?

Ten less than
39 is equal to:

3 groups of 3
is equal to:

How many
minutes are
in a half
hour?

You had 6
apples, but ate
3. How many
remain?

How many
tens are in
543?

2+5+3=

Sam picks 5
flowers and Ann
picks 6. How
many did they
pick total?

What number
is 1 less than
9 + 9?

8+8+8=

Sara made 30
cookies. Her
family ate 12.
How many are
left?

What is the
value of 2
dimes and 1
nickel?

What number
is 5 less than
10?

30 – 18 =

What number
is in the
hundreds
place: 672

What number
is 6 less than
19?

Find the sum
of 8 and 11.

How many
minutes are
shown
on the
clock:

16 + 10 =

What number
is greater, 24
or 27?

7 more than
24 is equal to:
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Level 1

January Problem of the Day
Find the sum
of

Ann’s bookshelf
has 3 shelves. She
displayed 21 books
equally on them.
How many books
are on each shelf?

!
!

and

!
!

.

What number
is in the ten
thousands
place: 82,596

A rectangle has
an area of 24. If
the length is 12,
find the width.

72

÷

8=

What number
is in the
hundreds place:
62,351

Sam left at 5:25
am and arrived
at his grandma’s
at 3:25 pm. How
long did it take?

If Jon plants 90
carrots in 6
equal rows, how
many are in each
row?

Ben displayed his
stamps in 4 rows
of 4. How many
stamps does he
have total?

Find the
missing
number:
212 + ? = 229

How much
more is 7x9
than 6x7?

Jon and Sam each
had 12 marbles but
Sam lost 2. How
many do they have
in all?

Find the
difference
between 161
and 138.

Find the area
of a rectangle
with length 8
and width 3.

How much
more is 12x5
than 8x4?

Sara made 3
dozen brownies
but her brother
ate 7. How many
remain?

Find the
product of 5
and 6.

806 – 775 =

1
1
16 − 2 =
2
2
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2 1
4 + =
3 3

Tom had $50 but
spent $44. How
much does he
have left?

What number
is 25 less
than 6x6?

How much
more is 5x8
than 14x2?

Find the
missing
number:
763 - ? = 750

Tom’s school has
162 kids in 9
equal classes.
How many are in
each class?

What number
is 37 less
than 8x7?

Round 17 to
the nearest
ten.

Jon watched TV.
from 6:08 until
6:34. How long
did he watch TV?

Beth set out 3 packs
of 21 cookies each.
Her guests ate 36.
How many remain?

48

÷

Find

12 =

!
!

100.

of

Level 2

January Problem of the Day
If 8 sodas cost
$8, how much
does one soda
cost?

!
!

!

÷ =
!

Make up your
own amazing
problem with
an answer of 3

20-(32x4) ÷ 3 =

What is the
median: 1, 2,
5, 8, 9, 11, 12,
16, 21

Make up your
own amazing
problem with an
answer of 15

2 is the prime
factorization
of which
number?

3
9
30 + !−9 ! =
4
12

√225 + √225 - √64 =

What is the
perimeter of a
rectangle with
length 6.5 and
width of 5?

What is the
surface area of
a cube with
length of 2?

9
30 ∗
+1=
10

Make up your
own amazing
problem with an
answer of 29

Kevin has mowed 40%
of the lawn. If he has
been mowing for 20
minutes, how long will
it take him to mow the
rest of the lawn?

What is the surface area of

5.6 x 1.25 =

(-7) - (-21) =

3x3x3 x3x3
x3x3 x3x3x
m
3= 3
What is m?

If the area of a
rectangle is 16 and
the length of one
side is 4, what is the
length of the other
side?

Evaluate the
expression. x=6

5𝑥 + 3
3

4

25.5

÷ 1.5 =

(-2)(-9)=

Make up your
own amazing
problem with an
answer of 25

What is the
average of:
1, 3, 6, 7, 8

For every
snowman, there are
3 buttons. How
many snowman are
there if there are
18 buttons?

What is the
greatest common
factor of:
60 and 84?

3
1
8 + 1 +3=
4
4

Solve for g:
g - 22 = -3

891

÷ 865 =8?

Patrice, Jason, Kenya, Leon
and Brice are auditioning for
the school play. The director
has two roles available. How
many different ways can the
two roles be assigned?

What is the
volume of a
cube with
length 3?

a cylinder whose height is
0.5 ft and whose radius is 2
ft? Round to the nearest
whole number.
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